
A DESCRIPTION OF THE THROTTLE BODY CONVERSION IN POWERED

CARS

Individual throttle bodies don't just look coolâ€“they bring huge benefits in by the Chevy V8-powered Eisert Indy race car
pictured above.

There are two primary types of throttle position sensors TPS : a potentiometer or a non-contact sensor Hall
Effect sensor magnetic device. Electronic throttle control is also working 'behind the scenes' to dramatically
improve the ease with which the driver can execute gear changes and deal with the dramatic torque changes
associated with rapid accelerations and decelerations. Electronic throttle control facilitates the integration of
features such as cruise control , traction control , stability control , and precrash systems and others that
require torque management, since the throttle can be moved irrespective of the position of the driver's
accelerator pedal. With individual throttle bodies ITBs , each cylinder gets its own butterfly valve regulating
air intake, rather than all cylinders sharing one valve. That depends on the frequency of the pressure wave. In
this case, the wavelength is determined by the length of the space in which the pressure wave can move, i.
This is an insidious failure as it may not provide any symptoms until there is total failure. I spent a whole
afternoon at the task. ETC provides some benefit in areas such as air-fuel ratio control, exhaust emissions and
fuel consumption reduction, and also works in concert with other technologies such as gasoline direct
injection. This is not a velocity stack system, but it illustrates intake length. The shop that services my other
vehicles looked at the car and suggested that the carburetor needed to be replaced. As far as performance, the
advanced self-learning technology of the Atomic is constantly monitoring and analyzing the engine's operating
conditions ensuring that you receive the best possible driveability. The short Weber manifolds most kits have
work just fine with the approximately 3" high velocity stacks in the same kit. Again, this trumpet shape works
just as well at making your younger brother loudly mouth-fart his way through high school band as it does
make a BMW scream at hard throttle. July 4, , pm 1 i have an 85 buick century, is it possible to convert it from
throttle body injection to a regular carborator? The more reliable solution is the magnetic coupling, which
makes no physical contact, so will never be subject to failing by wear. His illustrations will make this whole
thing crystal clear. Initial timing is handled through a compact handheld monitor where you simply answer a
few car guy questions about your engine and you're off and running! As with a turbocharger or a supercharger,
this supercharging effect â€” called resonance supercharging â€” allows more air and fuel to be packed into
the cylinder, producing more power. Smoother air flow means more air flow, and more air means more ability
to burn fuel, and burning more fuel means more power. This monitor can be removed from the car after it's
running, or left in place so you can monitor engine parameters in real-time. A bigger cam meant more appetite
for fuel and air, hence the bigger valves to gulp air in. Individual throttle bodies are a bit easier to understand.
Much of the engineering involved with drive-by-wire technologies including ETC deals with failure and fault
management. For the street, you have to compromise. If you want a carbureted engine, you will have to go
back a decade or more before  Naturally, resonance supercharging only provides a benefit at the points where
the compressed mixture reaches the intake valve at a point where the valve is open for business. A
potentiometer is a satisfactory way for non-critical applications such as volume control on a radio, but as it has
a wiper contact rubbing against a resistance element, dirt and wear between the wiper and the resistor can
cause erratic readings. A February report issued by a team from NASA which studied the source code and
electronics for a Camry model, at the request of NHTSA did not rule out software malfunctions as a potential
cause. This design makes the conversion to EFI much easier to install and program while keeping things clean
under the hood. Advertisement - Continue Reading Below. Conceivably you could put a single larger throttle
body on a normal air intake system, but velocity stacks and individual throttle bodies most easily achieved the
desired result. The electric motor is then used to open the throttle valve to the desired angle via a closed-loop
control algorithm within the ECM. Quick starts, smooth idle and great throttle response just to name a few.


